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A PHILOSOPHICAL TABLE

or: Doing philosophy with tables

In the Museum of Science in London stands a beautiful piece of 
furniture called ‘a philosophical table’. It was pointed out to us by a 
friend and colleague from Bournemouth School of Architecture called 
Simon Beeson. His interest in the table is relevant to this short story. 
Philosophical tables date from the time that science called itself natural 
philosophy. A sort of compact and portable laboratory set up, it was an 
expensive plaything for wealthy people who would use it to recreate the 
scientific experiments of their time in the comfort of their drawing room. 
Such tables were beautifully crafted pieces of furniture with the purpose 
to serve as the focus for thought and speculation. Simon uses this idea to 
perform experiments in space and spatial configuration. In other words 
he uses the idea of a philosophical table in its proper historical sense: as 
a laboratory table upon which to conduct experiments. It struck us that 
there might be another way of using the idea of a philosophical table. 
This way is suggested not by natural philosophy but by philosophy pur 
sang. To explain this we need to take a little detour via the chair. Things 
are never neutral; they become charged in our relationship to them. You 
can illustrate this quite simply with the following thought experiment. 
Take a chair. A chair is a chair to us, an instrument for sitting in and 
perhaps thinking about, but it is also a strangely shaped lump of wood or 
other material. A chair is a chair to us, because of the way we use its form 
for our own purposes. Ask yourself this: What is a chair to an ant crawling 
over its vast stretches of barren varnish? We cannot not know of course, 
but that it is not a chair to the ant would appear self-evident. Ants are 

Subject



very very small creatures, that do not sit in the way we do. The point is 
this: the chair and the table have served philosophy admirably over the 
past two and a half thousand years, not just as pieces of furniture but 
as the objects of thought, indeed as instruments of thought. They are 
objects against which thought shapes itself and acquires definite form. 
Thought becomes possible by using examples to allow thought to find its 
way from a question to an answer and from there to another question. 
Thought demands objects to think with and think about, just as much 
as our bodies need useful things like tables to survive their environment 
in comfort. So a philosophical table, within the confines of this project, 
is at least two things: it is the designed and realized product of an 
intellectual struggle with a specific concept, and it is the focus and object 
of discussion. A normal table is a thing we use to decorate our home, sit 
at, eat at, work at and have conversations around; a philosophical table 
as interpreted in this exercise, focuses on being the both the product 
and the subject of discussion. This fits in with the way Plato and Aristotle 
conducted philosophy, but it also fits in with the way Gilles Deleuze 
constructed philosophy using film. Rather than writing a philosophy of 
film, he used film, art and science to construct new concepts. So these 
tables are the product of philosophical discussion and themselves objects 
to further philosophical discussion, mostly about the nature of making. 
Each student took a specific concept such as Kunstform und Kernform, 
hylomorphism, mass, tectonics, ornament and structure, ambiguity and 
spatial hierarchy, the body and perception, the notion of craftsmanship, 
Tao and evolution and all of them questioned these concepts through 
a process of design, making and reflection. As such these tables are 
contributions to the debate about the nature of design research, and, in 
their way, contributions to philosophy.

Jacob Voorthuis & Jan Schevers
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At first sight the table draws attention by its complicated and decorative 
appearence in pure white colour. When getting closer you will be 
surprised about its material and how it was made: paper folded by hands. 

The table is composed by two parts: the top and the four leges. Except 
for the round top (a complete piece of cardborad), the whole body 
was constructed in a particular way of folding soft paper into what 
might, at a stretch of the imagination, be called ‘a pair of trousers’ 
or a double cone (a method used in Chinese origami). 

The main resource is used paper of A4 size. According to different need 
the paper was cut into six different sizes. The completed table in 1:1 scale 
mainly used paper of full size.

First Impression
A  TABLE MADE OF FOLDED PAPER
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The table reflects the idea of Philosophical Taoism.

Philosophical Taoism is a tradition emphasizes living in harmony with 
'Tao'. The keystone work of literature in Philosophical Taoism is the Tao Te 
Ching [1], a concise and ambiguous book containing teachings attributed 
to Lao-tzu, a philosopher of ancient China. The leading themes revolve 
around the nature of Tao and how to attain it. [2]

The character '道' (Tao) means way, path or principle in Chinese. In 
philosophical Taoism the term Tao denotes something that is both the 
source and driving force behind everything that exists. In other words 
everything pursues their course in the way of Tao. 

道可道 非常道
The Tao that can be told or described in definite words is not eternal Tao.
(Charter 1, Tao Te Ching)

We can never precisely foresee what the result of our work will be, 
probably we do not need to. To indicate how to do things in harmony 
with Tao, Lao-tzu modelled the pattern in which natural things develop. 
The central idea is:

道法自然
Tao does as nature does. 
(Charter 25, Tao Te Ching)

Notion
THINING TAO AND DOING AS NATURE DOES

 06



known as earliest symbol of Taoism: Tai-ji 
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Taoist philosophy proposes that the universe works harmoniously. One 
must place one’s will in harmony with the way of nature. In this way goals 
can be achieved effortlessly.

The word "nature" in Chinese is composed of two pictograph characters:
'自' (zi) and "然" (ran) . The character 自 is derived from nose giving a 
meaning of self-. and 然 presents a picture of quarry placed above fire, 
which means combustion. The collocation was originally used to describe 
a state that things develop in their own course excluding external 
intervene, just like the natural phenomenon of self-burning. [4] [5] [6]

Here the idea of Tao places an emphasis on the nature of things and
suggests an attitude of naturalness and spontaneity.

Notion
THINING TAO AND DOING AS NATURE DOES



evolution of "zi" and "ran"
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So how does nature work? Living nature works according to the pattern 
of natural selection. Variations are produced, some are selected for use. 
That which is selected tends to survive and must by definition be fit for 
the environment in which it survives, otherwise it wouldn’t survive. There 
is no design involved just an offering of possibilities, some of which work 
well and other which do not, and die out.

This table explores this Taoist/Darwinian notion of natural 
selection. The design started without a preconceived form, except 
the generic idea of becoming a table. The design had to take full 
account of the natural properties of the material, otherwise it 
would simply collapse.

Process of Making
NATURAL SELECTION
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Research into the material revealed its wonderful tensile properties as 
well as its high coefficient for friction. Glue was never an option as it 
would reduce local flexibility, thereby affecting the tensile performance 
of the paper. And as paper is vulnerable to shear force, nothing that 
would induce it to tear could be employed.

The hand-folded ‘trousers’ had to fit snugly so that they would 
interlock well and simultaneously provide the required frictional 
resistance to prevent them falling apart. The forces had to be 
efficiently transferred from one element to the other and be 
dispersed to the ground.

THE NATURE OF PAPER
Process of Making



machanical principle
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Following a multitude of experiments with all sorts of variations, the 
solution that best fulfilled the requirement of a table slowly emerged 
from the limitations that were imposed.

As problems were encountered, solutions were tried and the most 
hopeful ones selected. Gradually the relatively complex form emerged, 
with legs like that of a ballerina, not because they look good, but because 
they work well structurally.

RESULT OF 'NATURAL SELECTION'
Process of Making
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Larger size means more attentions to details. The making of table in full 
scale met real problems caused by defects, imprecision and inappropriate 
connection ignored in smaller model. The picture above is comparison 
between different connection methods. 

Besides the selection of paper and thickness of folded elements directly 
affects the strength of the whole structure. The pictures below illustrate 
the table made in different thickness of elements.
(Left to right: elements folded by 1/ 2/ 3/ compound layers of paper)

THINKING BY MAKING
Process of Making
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A WORLD OF 'TEXTURE MAPPING'

It has been a routine that architectural design starts from form and space. 
By sketch, computer program and physical model architects readily play 
tricks of geometric blocks to visualize their idea. The building material, 
however is left to very late stage. Sometimes this step could be rather 
hasty and random as if picking up a coat before rushing out. In that case 
the sense of material is turned and recognized as flat texture, losing 
all its fantastic lustre as 'concrete things'. Accordingly the process of 
organization of materials is oversimplified as 'texture mapping'.

Kengo Kuma, a Japanese architect active both in theoretical and practical 
spheres is highly concerned about this stereotype of design. In his book 
Architecture of Nature [6] Kuma criticizes the 'texture mapping' and the 
values behind. He points out this mode allows a thought of ignoring 
the essencial sense of architecture, instead merely have interests on 
producing 'beautiful pictures'. That for Kuma is a shame because: 

'To ignore substance is to ignore nature.' 

In my opinion this taste is an inevitable outcome of consumer society. 
Nowadays people tend to judge things than enjoy them; prefer excitment 
than meditation; tend to directly acquire than to interact with things. It 
is a time curiosity, interest and tolerance are being lost. In this context 
architecture unfortunately becomes sort of public advertisement 
or worse, cultural fast food. People are feeding in a ever quick and 
multifarious way, meanwhile are  ever hungry. 



Kuma attributes the 'texture mapping' to the craze of concrete. At the 
beginning of the book Kuma specifically uses this material to define the 
whole 20th century:

'The theme of the 20th century is internationalization and globalization. 
In terms of architecture what realized this is one material: concrete.'

This massive material perfectly fitted the values prevailing in the age of 
industrialization: 'efficient, precise and strong', and is more economic 

a n d  a c h i e v a b l e  t h a n  s t e e l . 
For quite some time concrete 
was recognized as a symbol 
of mordern architecture. For 
example some architects tried 
to  r ed ef ine  the i r  cu l tur e  in 
the new epoch by translating 
t r a d i t i o n a l  f o r m  u s i n g  t h i s 
'modern language',  such as the 
Kagawa Prefectural Goverment 
Hall designed by Kenzo Tange in 
1958. Tange abstracted the form 
of traditional timber architecture 
and represented it with concrete.

Concrete became popular also because it was applicable for nearly 
any shape, thus enabled the discussion of form to be ever free and 
broad. When the enthusiasm of pure form was lit to the extreme, some 
fantastic materials used to create miracles were left aside and diversity of 
architecture was damaged:

'This construction method is just like one of the most commonly used 
technique in 3D-drawings: texture mapping. The simple and crude mode 
of architecture = concrete + decoration is dominating the world.'

The concrete storm totally overturned the way architects design From 
then on people were apt to think about 'what it is'(material) and 'how it 
looks'(form) separately. 
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Nowadays the themes of industralization and internationalization are 
being replaced by sustainability and diversification. As the enthusiasm 
declines, modern materials like concrete become ordinary like many other 
building materials, and therewith its value and drawbacks are reflected 
upon. People begin to revalue the unique charm of traditional materials 
that used to be overlooked.

Tradition not only reveals history, but promises a desirable future. Inverse 
to the form-to-material sequence, in most of traditional architectures 
form was subject to material that were locally available. sevolved along 
with the practice and understanding of materials. If we think about 
traditional architecture with due respects we will be amazed about how 
miracles were derived from interaction with materials. 

In the past when technology was limited material properties decided 
processing techniques;  And 
techniques decided how details 
are presented; Consequently the 
integration of details constituted 
appearance of architectures, 
namely the 'form' as we call it 
now. Over the long period of 
time dealing with natural material 
form gradually emerged. This 
process is visualized in the design 
of the philosophical table.

MATERIAL TO FORM
Voice of Tradition



Case Study: M3

The design illustrates a story how 
simple paper create miracle . The 
development was an exploration 
of potential of paper based on 
traditional  origami craftsmanship 
and a great number of experiments. 
Since paper is very easy to be 
damaged speci f ic  connect ing 
solutions were applied to avoid 
shear force, in the mean time 
bring its tension into full play. As a 
result the technique of folding and 

connecting methods decided how it looks .

We see from the table how form occurs without really being designed. 
On the other hand the form represents unique qualities and beauty of 
mechanics that can be achieved only by this material. The process and 
the result suggest that the work of design is essentially development of a 
'thing' and through interactive work with things/materials we design.  

To formulate a research question, two points are picked out for further 
discussion. First and the core of focus remains on how to derive form 
from material. The difference is in Master project 4 the discussion is 
intend to apply this material-to-form idea on architectural design. 
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The other point is with regard to the choosing of material, which is the 
start point of the second project. In M3 the chosen material, paper has 
certain characters: yielding, fragile and apt to decay over time. This kind 
of material seems full of defects, but in a sense is more intersting than the 
materials that are hard, strong and permanent. Kengo Kuma introduces a 
specific term to define them: 'soft material'.

'Soft material' is a term used to define the materials naturally decay with 
ages in the contrast with 'hard material' that is stable, permanent and 
indestructible. 'Soft material' gives room for adaptability, renewability 
and development and allows repair, replacement and changes to take 
place with ages. Instability is a natural state, just like the alter of seasons, 
change of weather and lives. There is no absolute stable existence so as 
building materials. The so-called 'permanent materials' like concrete just 
means materials that are difficult to renew, change or dispose of:

'The truth of instability cannot be concealed by apparent stability 
(hard materials). Instead what fits best for instability is flexibility (soft 
materials).' 

'SOFT MATERIAL'
Theory of Kengo Kuma



The start of M4 is choosing a specific 'soft material'. On purpose of trying 
to examine the applicability of the notion, the context of the project was 
set in the Netherlands, totally different and far away from the culture 
of eastern Asia upon which Kuma's practice was carried out and I am 
familiar with. For above criteria of 'soft material' reed combined with the 
thatching technique is chosen.

In the Netherlands the house thatched with reeds is a representative 
type of architecture, particularly in country side of northern areas such 
as Friesland and Northern Holland. Today a portion of them remain 
but unfortunately the total amount has considerably decreased due to 
increase of labor costs, competition of other materials and new values of 
aesthetics. In this design the target is to explore, understand and redefine 
the traditional material. Instead of fitting them into modern time the 
expected outcome of the design is to create something that represents 
the unique beauty of this fantastic material, a building of which form 
perfectly match the qualities of the material.
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As a reflective design the project is intend to support the discussion of 
the research question of how to start design by thinking about material. 
It also helps explore approporiate thought and feasible methods that 
really help realize the material-to-form notion. Based on the research 
three sub-questions are formulated:

'What' 
The choosing of material which has been discussed

'How' 
Try to understand the material as deep as possible, about its past, its 
current situation, its properites, its techniques, its physical qualities 
etc. During the process constantly ask question: what can I do with this 
material?

'Why'
Why apply the material in such a way? Why not others?

Research Question
HOW TO START DESIGN 
BY THINKING ABOUY MATERIAL



The first stage of research into reed turned out to be a failure, yet bring 
about new questions.

The original idea was to 
design a building totally 
made of reed from structure 
t o  f a c a d e .  U s i n g  t h e 
methodology of 'natural 
selection' in M3 a variety of 
experiment on reed were 
carr ied out.  The results 
nevertheless shown that 
reed is  not  suitable for 
structure or any bearing 
elements which was kinds 
of out of expectation. 

Then new questions come to arise: if the material properties do not meet 
the requirement of load bearing there will be no sufficient criteria to 
decide the form. In this situation, how to define the material? Is there any 
other possible method to further the design in the principle of material-
to-form? 

To help ask the right question and find a way out a project of Kengo Kuma 
was analyzed.
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Nakagawa-machi Bato Hiroshige Museum of Art completed in 2000.

'I intend to create architecture likes the back mountain forests. This is the 
start point of our design. What I yearn for is the texture of the forests 
filled with air and light. The firs rising up to the sky overlap each other and 
form multiple-layer space. I want to apply this atmosphere completely 
into my architectural design.'

In this project Kuma chose local 'soft material': 

NATURAL ARCHITECTURE: 'CORRELATION'
Case Study: Practice of Kengo Kuma



'Though decayed in a great portion, the mountain forests behind the plot 
represent mature quality resulted in the long-time interaction with human 
activities, which creates a subtle consistency with the decayed wooden 
architecture.'

Here he proposes his definition of 'natural architecture':

'We define a thing is natural in its situation when it is related with the 
situation in harmony. In the same way a natural building is the one 
establishes harmony with its situation. Then what is a harmonious 
relationship?... A harmonious relationship means more than just visual 
consistency between architecture and landscape.'

'To rooted in and related with the situation we have to reconsider 
architecture as a solid existence instead of appearance or image. In short, 
all things are created (produced) and received (consumed) in some ways. 
For instance appearance is how something looks like, in a sense it is how 

things are received or consumed… 
Only when we think more about how to 
create things (how things come to exist) 
instead of how they look like, we begin 
to understand what are harmony and 
the harmonious relationship'

When conceiving how to interpret this 
idea of 'harmony' into architectural 
language Kuma was inspired by ukiyo-e 
art of Utagawa Hiroshige. In one of his 
work scenes are arranged in multiple 
layers and hard vertical lines vividly 
represents the heavy rains. Therewith he 
came up with the main concept of create 
forest-like space by extremely slim fir 
strips.
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The design of M4 illustrate how material helps decide and inspire design. 
The basic form, roof shape and facades are decided by thinking about the 
properties and available techniques of reed. 

The basic Form is an eligant cube. This is technically for ease of 
installation. At the same time the extremely pure shape precisely 
corresponds to the horizon of the flat open field. 

The facades make full use of the advantages of thatching techniques by 
means of which nearly any imaginable pattern is possible. Inspired by the 
landscape of the open field and paintings of Vincent van Gogh, a series of 
broken lines are created around the openings. The hand-made embossed 
patterns represent unique imprecise and rough qualities, just as the 
stroke style used in oil painting, which can be achieved only with this 
material.

INSPIRATION OF MATERIAL 
Research in M4



It is also a practice of using materials to extend nature into architecture. 
Nature is framed within the square courtyard. Such a quiet atmosphere 
allows people to sensitively perceive the sound of rain, flow of clouds and 
rhythm of snow. One side of the roof is lowered to the ground level, so 
that the owners can sit, lean or lie on the grass-like material and interact 
intimately with the architecture by all senses.

Beauty becomes communicative through details and rich physical 
experience: in a moment when you see, hear, smell and touch the 
material with great attention, patient and due respect. In this case 
architecture is not only functional and comfortable, but also enjoyable 
and emotional.
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MATERIAL, START OR END
Conclusion

The discussion is not intend to criticize 'hard concrete' or revolutionary 
overturn of the form-to-material notion. Instead it aims to provide an 
alternative, a new way of thought derived from the traditional values. 
There is no right from wrong to start a design from material or form. 
Diversity of thinking promises a variety of creative ideas which bear all 
imaginable potential of beauty. 

The design results also tend to prove that architecture could be intimate, 
though which nature come to alive and be communicative. The bare 
essence of beauty is brew over time, in small things, in a moment when 
you see, hear, smell and touch a material physically with great curiosity, 
attention and due respect. In other words materials are able to 'express' 
and architecture could be emotional.
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Before starting design, experiments on material were carried out. The 
original idea was to design a building totally made of reed from structure 
to facade. The material used for scale model is kind of grass with similar 
properties of reed but in smaller scale. 

Reed is flexible in single but rather strong when combined as bundle. 
The properties decide that the bundle can bear considerable load when 
they receive the load parallel to it. The way of combination and joints 
are crucial to its stability and performance. According to this a series of 
solutions were tested by experiments:

perpendicular joint;
linear joint;
direction of combination;
wall with 1/2 layers of bundles in different direction;
compound structure with wood;
combined column with 4/6 bundles;
compound column
simple shelter

The results turned out to be not sufficient for structural use thus reed is 
not suitable for any bearing elements.

STUDY ON STRUCTURE
Experiments
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3. QUESTIONS ABOUT ROOF ANGLE

- What is the minimum roof angle?
40˚ for big roof.
The reeds must have a downward tilt to shed the rainwater. Generally 
the installed reeds are 15˚ less than the roof, which should be considered 
when designing. 

- What is the relationship between roof angle and the life cycle of 
the reed skin?
The steeper, the longer. Reeds cladding in good condition can lasts 30 to 
35 years. It also depends on the situation and orientation. For example 
a location where no trees or buildings block the wind is optimal because 
the reeds will be dried quickly. Since rainwater is the dominant reason 
causes corrosion, the reeds should be exposed to sunlight and wind as 
more as possible.

- Is vertical facade more difficult for installation than normal roof?
It depends. During executing the fixing work an extra technician is 
needed to help hold the reed in place. On the other hand the workers 
don't have to bend down to work, instead they can easily stand on 
scaffold to carry out the work.

- What are the advantage and disadvantage of vertical installation 
(90˚)
Advantage: theoretically reed installed vertically “last forever”. 
Disadvantage: more wires are used and the work doubles.

- Special concern for vertical installation?
The horizontal space between bundles is 12cm, less than normal (20cm) 
so as to make the reeds compress each other compactly to be strong 
enough.

REGARDING THE MATERIAL
Consultation with Reed Thatcher



4. QUESTIONS ABOUT DORMER

- What is the angle requirement?
30˚

- Are there limits of distance between two dormers?
At least 70cm, enough space to turn the reeds.

- What is the minimum distance to ridge, bottom edge and gable? 
The same.

- Are there limits of dimension for each dormer (very small or very 
big)?
No. 

- Is there special requirement for the reeds applied in dormer?
Thinner (particularly selected) and shorter (1.1 to 1.2m) reeds are used. 

- Is backing deck for fire resistance needed also?
Yes. 1.8 OSB.

- Is specific distance between glass and reed required?
17cm width to conceal the 10cm thick structure and bottom batten.

- Is frameless window acceptable?
Yes. It doesn’t matter which kind of glass or window is used.

- Are the properties of insulation and water proofing the same as 
other part?
Yes. The only important thing is the angle of the surface. Round stick is 
used to test if the tilt is enough. 

- Other tips?
The frame of the dormer is installed 30 cm higher than the backing deck 
to offer space for lower reeds.
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2. QUESTIONS ABOUT CONSTRUCTION

- What is the dimension of the bottom batten (for bending)?
4cm to 7cm. 4.5cm is the most often used dimension.
Larger ones are required where strong wind or storm are common, e.g. 
at seacoast.

- Is “weep holes” needed behind the bottom batten?
No.

- Is the refinement of the reed at bottom done at the beginning or 
at the end?
At the beginning. But at the end there will be an overall refinement.

- What is the different treatment at corner?
Change of direction of reeds. More bundles are used. Only the finest 
reeds are selected.

- How long is the steel rod (thicker wire)? How to deal with the 
overlapped part?
3m. 20cm overlapping tied with thin wire.

- How to deal with the rod end?
Bend them upwards then let them be concealed by the upper layer.

REGARDING THE MATERIAL
Consultation with Reed Thatcher



- Is it possible to use metal sheet instead of tiles at ridge?
Yes, e.g. copper simply nailed to the backing deck. 

- Is extra water proof needed? 
No. the reed cladding itself functions as water proof.

- Is vapour barrier necessary?
No. 

- What is the R-value of reed? 
Rc=1.25 to 1.5 

- What is the general thickness of reed cladding? 
30cm.

- Is extra insulation needed?
According to building code, new house should meet Rc of 4, thus extra 
insulation is needed. 

- Which kind of wood is suitable for backing deck and what is the 
thickness?
OSB of 1.8cm.

- Is extra treatment for fire resistance needed?
Spray can be used but it increase the risk of corrosion because the coat 
will block the vapour.

- What is the distance to ground when gravel is applied?
20cm is always enough. In good ventilation condition it can reach 5cm.
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Consultation Record with Gregor van den Elzen
Date: 14th June 2013

1 GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT REED

- Is it ok to use the reeds growing in non-water field?
Yes but certain reeds are weaker so is not recommended.

- Is there alternative?
Yes wheat straw. The properties are comparable. The thatched roof made 
of wheat straw can reach more than 30 years. Actually in the past wheat 
straw was preferred because people could directly use the by-products of 
their own fields. But nowadays wheats applied with chemical fertilizer are 
too weak to use.

- When to harvest?
Approximately from December to March. During other time reeds grow 
as the shelters for the wild migrating birds. Also freezing weather is 
optimal for harvest. When the temperature is considerably low the tiny 
pores in stalks are closed, in this way the reeds will not absorb water in 
the future thus corrosion risk is lower. Besides, since reeds grow in a thin 
layer of water (15 to 20cm), only hard ice can bear the load of equipment.

REGARDING THE MATERIAL
Consultation with Reed Thatcher



- Is it cheap material? How is the price?
Compared with tiles reeds are 30% to 40% more expensive. But it has been 
increasingly cheaper since the equipments are cheaper and easier to get.

- How to calculate the needed planting area? 
10㎡ field produces 1 bundle; 
1㎡ roof needs 10 bundles.
Thus every square meters needs more than 100㎡ field.

- How many different length of reed are used?
Two kinds are mainly applied: 1.8m reed (normal) and 1.1 shorter ones. 
Normally reeds are selected according to their natural length and cutting 
is rarely done.

- How often for regular check?
Once a year. Items for check are possible damage caused by storm, birds 
and condition of corrosion.

- How to renew partly?
When remove the corroded or damaged reeds first lift up the reeds on 
top of them.

- How to deal with the removed reeds?
3 ways: reuse them as fuel for heating; degradable garbage; put them 
back to nature.
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a: for fixing
b: for measurement
c: for temporary standing
d: for refinement

TOOLS



a1 a2 a3 a4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

b2 b3 b4b1
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1: The reed bundles are laid not fully vertically, but gradually inclined 
adapting to the angle of the ridge.
2: The higher portion of reeds at corner is required to be tied using extra 
thin wires to prevent bending down or getting loose.
3: The corner portion needs more reeds to make it well-shaped and 
strong enough.
4: One extra bundle of reeds is applied when needed. To apply it or not 
depends on the specific situation, decided by the thatcher. Since the 
projecting corner is the part mostly is blown up by strong wind, the reeds 
in the middle should be specifically tied.

5: The reed bundles are laid gradually closer towards the corner to ensure 
the re-entrant part is compact and thick enough that rain water is not 
easy to penetrate.
6: Sometimes more reeds are put beneath.
7: The thick wire is directly folded and overlapped at corner.
8: Shorter reeds (less than 0.5m) are applied at certain area. Two rows of 
thick wire are used to fix them tightly. Loose reeds are filled beneath the 
clay tiles or metal profile.

9: In the case of clay tiles, cement is applied in seals after the tiles are 
installed in place. 
10: After the cement is applied the technician uses a specific channel-like 
form to shape and refine the joint.
11: A timber strip is placed to help align the cement.
12: In the first row double thick wires are used.

13: Different from details of projecting corner or re-entrant corner, in this 
case the inclination of bundles keeps unchanged.
14: When finished all reeds are inclined in an downward angle to shed 
away the rainwater.

DIVERSITY OF SOLUTION



1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14
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a1: two wires are overlapped with 20cm at minimum
a2: end of short reed
a3: joint at corner
a4: temporary end

a5: temporary end
a6: detail of short reed
a7: detail of short reed
a8: detail at corner

b1: The horizontal space between bundles is closet among all rows, small 
to 3cm. In this way this layer is strong enough to bear the above layers.

b2: Instead of 3cm, the space between bundles of the second row is 
bigger, approximately 5cm. 

b3: There is no strict space requirement. It depends on the experience 
and preference of technician. Generally the bundles from the third row 
are laid every 20 to 30 cm.

b4: The vertical distance between different rows varies. The distance 
between the first and second row is about 10 to 15 cm, then added to 15 
to 20 cm for the next row. The last two rows are dealt with in the same 
way. All the other rows are placed every 30cm.

b5: Because of the light weight and rough surface, reed bundles can sit 
temporarily on thick wire of the lower row before being exactly tied.

FIXING DETAILS



a1 a2 a3 a4

a5 a6 a7

b2 b3 b4

a8

b5

b1
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General
a1: place the bundle, attach screw in between
a2: apply the thick wire to fix the bundles
a3: specific screw with thin wire wrapped at head
a4: remove the bundle ties
a5: refine the reeds
a6: check and add more thin wires if needed
a7: refine the surface again

The first Row
b1: placing: 0.5m further from the edge 
b2: thickness: about 13cm
b3: at least 30cm over the ground for ease of refinement
b4: cut of the top parts otherwise extra fixing is needed

The Second Row

c1: place aligned right at the edge of the first row
c2: refine the reeds parallel to the surface of the roof
c3: use special tool to measure and control the inclination

Field Research
INSTALLATION 



a1 a2 a3 a4

a5 a6 a7

b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c7

b1
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DETAILS
Technical Issue

all detail drawings are in scale of 1:20, printed in 1:30
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One side of the roof is 
lowered to the ground 
level, so that the owners 
can sit, lean or lie on the 
grass-l ike material  and 
interact intimately with the 
architecture by all senses.

The inner courtyard and 
t h e  s t u d y  p e n e t r a t e 
e a c h  o t h e r .  N a t u r e  i s 
framed within the square 
courtyard. Such a quiet 

atmosphere allows people to sensitively perceive the sound of rain, flow 
of clouds and rhythm of snow. 

Material Quality
DETAILS

all detail drawings are in scale of 1:20, printed in 1:30
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Following the ceiling flows up and down, the floor also changes height, 
thus enables people have views in different height.

Just by turning into the study the quiet, closed courtyard jumps into eyes 
and impresses the viewer with its bold folding faces, creating dramatic 
contrast with the fine frameless glass. 

Near the entrance is a loft with storage and a bedroom. As shown in 
above picture indirect Light is reflected up through the gap between 
ceiling and floor, cozy and mild.

RHYTHM OF SPACE
Space and Function

1m 2.4m

0
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The 300 square meter house is designed for a family of four. Around 
an 8 by 6 meter courtyard, rooms are fitted into space that has been 
already created by the roof. Instead of using partition walls the main 
space is defined by the up-and-down ceiling. The portion of the roof that 
is lowered down to ground isolates an area from inner courtyard which 
is for living room; The space directly oriented to the courtyard is used as 
study; Other functions are arranged in the buffer zone according to light 
condition, views and privacy consideration.

The pictures above are views from main (left) and secondary (right) 
entrance respectively. The large picture on the right shows the tilting 
ceiling of dining room.

PLAN AND CIRCULATION
Space and Function
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PLAN AND CIRCULATION
Space and Function

first floor plan 1:150



ground floor plan 1:150
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The facades make full use of the advantages of thatching techniques by 
means of which nearly any imaginable pattern is possible. Inspired by the 
landscape of the open field and paintings of Vincent van Gogh, a series 

of broken lines are created 
around the openings. The 
h a n d - m a d e  e m b o s s e d 
patterns represent unique 
i m p r e c i s e  a n d  r o u g h 
qualities, just as the stroke 
style used in oil painting, 
which can be achieved only 
with this material.

The size and shape of the 
o p e n i n g s  a r e  b a s e d  o n 

interior functions and available views: e.g. the strip-like windows in the 
west enables a fantastic dinner time enjoying the sunset over the horizon; 
while the only small openings are designed in the east for bedrooms.

FACADES
Concept Development



layout of window density of pattern pattern in different features

scheme comparisonscheme comparison
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FACADES
Concept Development

north elevation 1:150

south elevation 1:150



west elevation 1:150

east elevation 1:150
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BASIC FORM AND ROOF SHAPE 
Concept Development

It is important to ensure reeds are laid downward that no water can 
be sheded quickly to prevent corrosion. Since the reeds are installed 
approximately 15˚ flatter than the roof, the minimum gradient of roof 
pitch is 30˚ and ideally more than 40˚. 

In this principle the roof pitch is decided along with consideration of 
ceiling height. 

a



The basic form, roof shape and facades are decided by 
thinking about material, specifically the properties and 
available techniques of reed. 

BASIC SHAPE
The basic Form is an elegant cube. This is technically 
for ease of installation. At the same time the extremely 
pure shape precisely corresponds to the horizon of the 
flat open field. 

STRUCTURE
The structure has three main parts:  concrete 
foundation, light wood structural system and steel IPE 
beams. The long span of roof structure is realized by 
finger joint with backing deck and additional studs.
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Traditionally thatched roof was always combined with brick walls. 
Modern architects successfully achieved a building cladding from top to 
down.However for drainage reason the form of the pitched roof remain 
unchanged. 

By inversing the conventional form a type stands apart from the all 
existing thatched roof comes out. 

As complement to the open views a introvert courtyard is conceived 
in the centre of the house, providing an extremely tranquil space for 
privacy.

To encourage people to see, smell and touch the rough and hairy 
material the roof is lowered to the ground level. In this way the owners 
can sit, lean or lie on the grass-like roof and interact intimately with the 
architecture.

CONCEPT
Concept Development
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On purpose to bring back the harmony of old days the location is chosen 
to be in a field in the countryside of Son. The basic idea is to create a 
house as an extension of the landscape, meanwhile, an environment 
where users can closely interact with the material. 

The program was decided based on four considerations:

1. A house is a good choice for discussion since it is one of the most 
general types of architecture;
2. Reed was extensively used in traditional house;
3. A house is not too big and complicated that the research of material 
can go deeply. 
4. Generally people spend considerable time at home thus have 
opportunity to deeply experience the building and are apt to recognize 
material and details.

A HOUSE IN A FIELD
Location and Program



site plan 1:2500

site plan 1:5000
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The design is a reflective experiment on the research question ‘how to 
start design from thinking about material’. In this project reed, commonly 
seen in traditional thatched roof in the Netherlands was chosen as the 
start point.

In the past Dutch farmers used wheat straws of their own field to 
thatch roof. Building dressed in certain materials linked man and the 
environment in harmony. In the late 20th due to the soil-corrosion caused 
by chemical fertilizer the crops growing from certain soil are too weak 
for thatching. As a result reed became an alternative. Similar as wheat, 
the hairy natural material precisely represents qualities consistent with 
fields where crops grow extensively. Unfortunately people turn to 
choose other materials due to increase of labor cost and the unchanged 
form. Thatched roof are being forgotten and abandoned. In this context 
the design is intended to let people revalue this natural 'soft' material 
and represent that harmony by redefinition of this traditional material in 
modern situation.

Subject
REED: THE START 



Have you ever looked carefully at the Ardabil Carpet in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum? Have you ever studied the entry sequence to the 
chapel of Sigurd Lewerentz? Have you ever held a Japanese vase, or felt 
a lichen covered wall? Have you ever wondered about the way shadows 
help make a surface come alive? Have you ever studied a joint made 
by Japanese craftsmen in the Katsura Palace, or a chair made by the 
Shakers, or indeed the carvings of Grinling Gibbon, or the intarsia work 
of Boulle, or the concrete surfaces of Louis Kahn? You have no doubt an 
image of the Taj Mahal, but have you ever looked in detail at the surfaces 
of its walls, at the way stone is made to behave like silk? Have you ever 
wondered why people devoted so much love and attention to the making 
of Venice and Amsterdam, two cities built on little more than swamps? 
Why? Everything happens at the surface; things come alive as we zoom 
in, touch, caress and listen. Some things require a high level of finish, 
others are best left alone. This project explores the infinite possibilities 
of beauty. The central purpose of this project is the “thinking about the 
making”, as Alison and Peter Smithson called it. It is about the reciprocal 
relationship between perfection and imperfection, between the rough 
and the smooth, between the finished and the unfinished. It is about the 
tension between things and the love of surface, of detail, of small things, 
like light and shadow…

Main Theme
THE NAKED ARCHITECT 2.0   

   A studio project about the bare essence of beauty
   

                 Studio Tutors: Jan Schevers & 
                 Jacob Voorthuis
                 The Third Tutor: Bernard Colenbrander
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